
I Hunt Killers
by Barry Lyga

Jazz learned all about being a
serial killer from his father,
but believes he has a
conscience that will help fight
his own urges and right some
of his father's wrongs, so he
helps the police apprehend
the town's newest murderer.

These books can be found in the
Young Adult section of the library.

The Killer In Me

The Cousins

You're So Dead

by Margot Harrison

A girl's unsettling connection
with a serial killer leads her on
a potentially deadly manhunt.

by Karen McManus

Invited to their grandmothers
island resort for the summer,
three cousins who have never
previously met uncover dark
family secrets about why their
parents were disinherited and
what they must do to regain
their grandmothers favor.

by Ash Parsons

When Plum, Sofia and
Marlowe arrive on a private
island in the Caribbean for an
art-and-music festival for
influencers, people start to die
and they must unravel the
mystery of the killer in order
to survive.

Seven Dirty Secrets
by Natalie Richards

On a mysterious scavenger
hunt that leads her to clues
about her dead boyfriend who
drowned exactly one year
before, Cleo must solve the
hunt before someone else
pays for what really happened
to Cyrus.

That Weekend

These Deadly Games

Last Seen Leaving

by Diana Urban

Forced to play a kidnappers
game when her little sister is
taken, Crystal Donovan soon
realizes each task is meant to
hurt and kill her friends, one
by one, but must keep playing
if she wants to save her sister.

by Kara Thomas

When Claire wakes up alone
and bloodied on a hiking trail
with no memory of the past
48 hours, and her best friends
go missing, what was
supposed to be the perfect
prom weekend turns into
something terrifying.

by Caleb Roehrig

Becoming a prime suspect
when his girlfriend disappears
after a night spent together,
Flynn struggles to uncover the
truth without revealing his
own dangerous secrets. A first
novel.

https://libraryaware.com/2KW25G
https://libraryaware.com/2KW25H
https://libraryaware.com/2KW25J
https://libraryaware.com/2KW25K
https://libraryaware.com/2KW25M
https://libraryaware.com/2KW25N
https://libraryaware.com/2KW25P
https://libraryaware.com/2KW25Q


Ruthless

The Bunker Diary

Watched

All Fall Down

There Will Be Lies

My Sister Rosa

This is Why We Lie

We Were Liars

by Carolyn Lee Adams

Kidnapped and hidden in a
cabin deep in the mountains,
Ruth is determined not to
become this serial killer's next
trophy, and when she escapes
with her hunter close at her
heels, Ruth must decide just
how far she'll go in order to
survive.

by Kevin Brooks

Linus Weems, a street person
since leaving his father's
home, is kidnapped and taken
to an underground bunker
where he is soon joined by five
others, who are alternately
cared for and tortured by their
unseen captor.

by Marina Budhos

Naeem keeps a low profile in
his immigrant neighborhood
to avoid the watchful eyes of
his parents, neighbors, and
the surveillance cameras, but
he is offered a deal by the
cops to become a community
protector in ways that
challenge his identity.

by Ally Carter

After being hospitalized for
insisting that her mother was
murdered, not killed in an
accidental fire, Grace goes to
live with her grandfather for a
fresh start, but when she sees
her mothers murderer again,
her past comes back to haunt
her.

by Nick Lake

Stolen by her mother from an
Arizona hospital after a car
accident and taken on a
winding road trip toward the
Grand Canyon without
explanation, Shelby is forced
to confront unknown dangers
from her past. By the award-
winning author of In Darkness.

by Justine Larbalestier

When his father's business
takes the family to New York
City, an Australian boy must
balance his desire to protect
his sister, a diagnosable
psychopath, from the world
with the desperate need to
protect the world from her.

by Gabriella Lepore

When a fellow student is
murdered, Jenna Dallas and
Adam Cole, who discovered
the body, launch their own
investigation and discover that
everyone in the community of
Gardiners Bay has something
to hide.

by E. Lockhart

Spending the summers on her
family's private island off the
coast of Massachusetts with
her cousins and a special boy
named Gat, teenaged Cadence
struggles to remember what
happened during her fifteenth
summer.

Allegedly

The Forest of Stolen Girls

Eyes of the Forest

Need

by Tiffany Jackson

When Mary, a teenager living
in a group home, becomes
pregnant, authorities take
another look at the crime for
which Mary was convicted
when she was nine years old.

by June Hur

When her detective father
goes missing while
investigating the
disappearance of 13 young
women, including her sister,
Hwani returns to their early
15th-century village in Korea
to uncover dark community
secrets. By the author of The
Silence of Bones.

by April Henry

Seventeen-year-old Bridget is
both an employee of author
RM Haldon and his biggest
fan, so when she starts to
receive cryptic emails from
him after he goes missing, she
teams up with her friend to
find Haldon.

by Joelle Charbonneau

When the teens at Wisconsin's
Nottawa High School are
increasingly drawn into a
social networking site that
promises to grant their every
need, the community spirals
into anarchy as the site
compels them to commit
increasingly malicious pranks.

https://libraryaware.com/2KW25R
https://libraryaware.com/2KW25S
https://libraryaware.com/2KW25T
https://libraryaware.com/2KW25V
https://libraryaware.com/2KW25W
https://libraryaware.com/2KW25X
https://libraryaware.com/2KW25Y
https://libraryaware.com/2KW25Z
https://libraryaware.com/2KW260
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https://libraryaware.com/2KW262
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